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SUMMARY
xl pqchra-tnetric chart hirvingtotal pressure (sum of partial
pre8sure8 of air and water vxzpor) a6 a ram”ahle,a Mollier
diagramfor air saturatedwith uuter vapor, and charts showing
the t)krmodynamic properties of w.rious air-water rapor and
exhauat gin-water rapor mirtwres are premm.teda8 aid~ in
ca[euhztingthe ~hrudaugmentationof a turbojet engine resulting
from the injection of water at the compressor inlet.
C’urrmare presented thut show the theoreticalperformance oj
the augmentation methodfor ram”ousamounts of water injected
and the e~ects of mying$ight ..Uwh number, altitude, ambtint-
air temperature,an-dimt rekdi~vhumidity, compretior preswre
ratio, and i?det-difuer eficieney. Numen”cal examp~e8,iUu8-
trating the u8e of the Pqphrometrie ohart and the Mollier
diagram “in c&u.kting both compressor-inlet and cmnpressor-
outkt conditions when water is injected at the compressorinlet,
are presented.
For a typical twrbojetengine oparatingat eea-krel zero$ight
Mach. number condiiion8, the =-mum theoretical ratio of
augmented to nm%naltlmudl when a nominal decreaw in cmn-
pres80r efieienq with water injection UK18a&?umed,wa8 1-$?g.
The ratio of augmentedliquid consumption to normalfuel~ow
for these conditti, awuming complete empmation, was 6.01.
Both the augmentedthru8tratio and the augmentedliquid ratio
increased rapidly aa the$ight Mach numberwa8 increased and
decrea~edas the altitude was increased. Although the thru8t
augmetition po~m”bfefronz aaturatin.gtlie compressor-inlet air
i8 cery law at lw$ight 8peeds~appreok.ble gains irt thrust are
Postribleat high$ight Mach numbers. For stundard sea-krel
atmospherictemperature,therelatire humidity of the atmosphere
had a &d effect on the augnwnted thrud ratio for all $@ht
speed8 inre8t@r&?d. For sea-[ezel zero flight Mach number
conditions, the augmented thrust mtio increased as the atmos-
pheric temperature increased for low ralue8 of atmospheric
rehire humidity. lTater injection therefore tend8 to owrcorne
the loss in take-of tlkust normally occurring at high an-client
temperatures. For cery high atmospheric rebtire humidities,
the ambienttemperaturehad only a wnullefiect on the augmented
thrust ratio.
INTRODUCTION
One method of augmenting the thrust of turbojet engines
is to inject viater or a nonfreezing mixture of water and
alcohoI into the air entering the compressor of the engine.
The evaporation of this injected liquid extracts heat from the
air and results, for the same compressor work input, in a
higher compressor pressure ratio. This increased pressure
ratio is reflected throughout the engine and increwes both
the mass fIow of gases through t-he engine and the exhaust-jet
velocity; both factors increase the thrust produced by the
engine.
& analysis of the evaporative cooling process can be con-
veniently divided into two phases: (1) The cooling occurring
at constant pressure before the air enters the compressor, and
(2) the additional cooling associated with further evaporation _
during the mechanical comp=ion process. Analysis of
both phases of the evaporative ccwkg prccw and the thrust
augmentation produced for a typical turbojet engine were
conducted at the N’ACA Lewis Laboratory durkg 1947-48
and sre described herein.
A specialized psychometric chart that permit9 otdculation
of the constanbpr~ure evaporation process was deveIoped
and is presented. This psycbrcmetric chart differs horn the
usual form, which is -ralid for ordy one value of total pressure
(sum of partial preswres of air and water -rapor), in that
pressure is included as a variabIe and the temperature rangge
has been greatly extended.
The e-raporation of water during the mechanical cornpres-
sion process greatly complicate the calculation of this portion
of the turbojet+e cycle by conventional methods because
of the hid-and-error scdution invoIved. In order to provide
a more conwnient method for calculating a compression _
proce= during which evaporative cooling occurs, a Mollier
diagram for air saturated with water vapor vim developed.
This Mollier diagram is similar to that presented in reference 1, __
but the ramges of temperature and pressure are extended” _
to vrdues suitabIe for use in turbojet-engine-compressor
problems.
k a further aid in calculating the turbojehengine cycle
when water is injected at the compressor inlet, curves are
presented giving the thermodynamic propwties of the work-
ing fluid for both the compression and expansion processes.
The use of both the psychometric chart and the MolIier
diagram is ikstrated by means of numerical examples.
The performame of a turbojet engine utdizing thrust aug-
mentation by water injection at the compressor inlet was
evahated over a range of flight Mach numbem and altitudes
and for a range of water-injection rates. The effect on
thrust augmentation of varying ambient-air temperature, _
dative humidity, compressor pressure ratio, and irdet-
difluser efficiency was ako irrrestigated. A comparison of the _
water-injection method of thrust augmentation with other
thrust-augmentation methods is presented in references 2
..J-
and 3.
1SRperwiee NACA TX !21tl$“Theoretkd Turbojet Thrust Mgmentatkm by Evapxatfon of ‘Water during Compra?aIon as Determined by L-se01a MolUer Dfagrad’ by &thuc M
Tmub ~ and NACYATX 21M ‘“rorboJet Thrust .4ngmentation by Evaporation O(WaterPrforto lIeohadml Compmmkm es Determbwd by Uae of PsycbmmetrIc Chart” by E. CYnton
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ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS
In evaluating the performance of a turbojet engine utilizing
water injection at the compressor inlet, the psychometric
chart was used to obtain the compressor-kdet conditions,
the hfollier diagram was used to obtain the conditions at the
end of the evaporation process in the compressor, and the
re.ma.inder of the turbojebengine cycle was calculated by
conventional step-by-step methods.
The following discussion is a description of (a) the assump-
tions and the methods used in deriving the psychometric
chart and the Mollier diagram, and (b) the assumed design
constants and component efficiencies of the turbojet engirie
used to ilhstrate performance with water injection at the
c.ompws.sor inlet. All symbols used in the. analysis are
defined in appendix A and the derivations of the equations
necessary for obtaining the psychometric chart and the
31011ier diagram are presented in appendix B.
PSYCHOMETRIC HART
The familiar psychometric chart used in air-conditioning
calculations is generally limited to values of total pressure
(sum of partial pressures of air and water vapor) very near
standard sea-level total pressure and to relatively low tem-
peratures, usually less than 300° 1?. Inasmuch as the ccm-
ditions of temperature and pressure at the compressor inlet
of a turbojet engine vary widely over ranges not included in
the usual psychometric chart, the chart described herein was
constructed to include these ranges.
In deriving the psychometric chart, the following assump-
tiolu Wwe made:
(a) The air and the water vapor are ahvays at the same
tempt.rature.
(6) IlaIton’s law of partial pressures is valid for tho mix-
t ure.
(c) The thermodynamic properties of water vapor are
functions only of temperature for the range of vapor pres-
sures mnsidered.
(d) Air is a perfect gas.
By means of these assumptions, the theory of mixtures,
the thermodynamic data for air and water vapor contained
in references 4 and 5, respectively, and the equations derived
in appendix B, a psychometric chart with pressure as a
variable and for temperatures up to 1500° R was constructed.
MOLLIDR DIAGRAM
Because of the somewhat involved and tedious trial-and-
error methods generaLIy used for calculating compression
processes during which water is evaporated, the .Xlollier
diagram described in this report was prepared to provide a
more direct solution of this particular problem.
The data presented in the Mollier diagram were calctiated
using the following assumptions:
(a) AII values presented on the diagram are for a saturated
mixture containing 1 pound of air.
(it) The watw vapor and the air in the mixture are at the
same temperature,
(c) Dalton’s law of partial pressures is valid for the mix-
ture.
(d) Air is a perfect gas.
The data presented in the Mollier diagram wcm calculated
using the aforementioned assumptions, the thcrnlodynanlic-
propcrties data for air and water vapor presented in refer-
ences 4 and 5, respe.ctivcly, and the equations derived in
appendi.. B.
Examples of the use of the psychromotric chart rmd tht’
XIoll.ier diagram arc given in the subsequent section DJS-
CWS1OX OF CHARTS and in appendix C.
THRUST-AUGMENTATIONCALCULATIONS
From an examination of experimental data of complet r
turbojet engines and of the compressor component alone,
both operating with water injection at the. compressor inlet,
it is apparent that two prime factors cause deviation of the
experimentally obtained results from the ideal process.
These two factcm are the decrease in compressor adiabatic
efficiency that occurs with water injection and the failure of
all the injected water to evaporate within the confines of the
compressor. The decrease in compressor efficiency appar-
ently is a function of the water-injection rate; however, th(!
magnitude of the effect varies considerably with the part ic-
ula.r compressor design, Because of the fundamental nature
of the effect of compressor efficiency on the turbojet-mgiuc
cycle, its effect is relatively obscure and, for the prewmt
malyais, an arbitrary variation with water-inj ectiou rat t’
was assumed that is representative of the eflect experimen-
tally observed in a current compressor, The theoretical
resndts obtained are thus not expected to agreo completely
with experimental data obtained for engines embodying
dithrent compressor designs. The iutluencc of this assumed
decrease in compressor efficiency on the performance of the
water-injection method of thrust mugrncntution will h
indicated herein.
The degree of evaporation of water varies vrideIy with the
mode of injection and the engine operating conditions; how-
ever, insutlicient data are available to determino the quantit a-
tive effects of these conditions on the degree of evaporation.
Inasmuch as the thrust produced by the engine is primarily
aflected by the amount of water that is evaporated, LINL
influence of incomplete evaporation can be ewduated simply
by increasing the injected-water rate commensurate with thu
desired degree of evaporation. In the present analysis, all
performance calculations have therefore been made by m-
resumingcomplete evaporation.
The augmented thrust ratios experimentally obtained for
engines embodying centrifugal-flow-type comprossom agree
quite well with those theoretically predicted herein for the
condition of a saturated mkture throughout the compression
process. For engines having axial-flow-type compressors,
however, the efhcacy of the water-injection method is con-
siderably reduced bccauae of centrifugal separation of the
-water from the air in passing through the compressor. In
order to avoid the centrifugal-separation effect, the water
must be injected at severaI stages throughout the comprcwsor.
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hasmuch as considerable increase in thrust is attainable at
high inlet temperatures or high flight Ilrich numbers merely
by saturating the compressor-inIet air with vrat er, the per-
formance of the -water-injection method has been determined
for both the condition of saturation throughout the compres-
sion process rind saturation ordy of the compressor-inlet air.
The thrush increases obtained for the condition of saturation
throughout the compression process are beIieved indicative
of the increases possible for engines having centrifugal-flow
compressors, whereas the thrust increases shown for the con-
clition of saturated inlet air are more nedy equal to the possi-
bilities of the water-injection method when applied to an
engine having an axid-fiow compressor and not utikzing
interstage injection. Experimental in~estigatione of inter-
state injection indicate that the thrust increases available for
this method lie between those attainable for saturated inlet
air and those obtained by saturation throughout the compres-
sion process. The decreased thrust augmentation obtainable
~~ith an engine having an axial-flow compressor utilizing
int m-atage injection may be due to the increased sensitivity
of the efficiency of this t~e compre~or to -water injection.
In order to determine the theoretical thrust augmentation
made possible by evaporation of water during compression,
step-by-step calculations of normal and augmented thrust
for a typical tubojet engine operating under -rarious flight
conditions were made. The psychometric chart mas used
to determine the compresor-inlet conditions and the lloIIier
diaggam to calcukd e the conditions at the end of the evapora-
tion process in the compressor with water injection. 13qua-
tions used in the step-by-step calculations are given in ap-
pendix D. It was assumed that the inlet air vias diflused to
a sticiently low velocity so that. the static temperature at.
the compressor inIet did not appreciably ~er from the tot.a~
temperature.
The component efllciencies chosen for the typicaI turbojet
engine were: inletdifhser adiabatic efficiency (except where
otherwise noted), 0.85 up to a flight llach number of 1.0,
linearly decreasing to 0.75 at a flight llach number of 2.o
(these values of ditluser efficiency correspond to total-pressure
recovery ratios of 0.915 and 0.66 at f3ight llach numbers of
1.0 and 2.0, respectively); compressor adiabatic efficiency,
0.80; turbine adiabatic efficiency, 0.85; and exhaust-nozzle
adiabatic efficiency, 0.95. The compressor adiabatic ef3i-
cienc-y is clefhed as the ratio of isentropic to actuaI viork.
For the compression process with e~aporative cooIing, it
must be recalled that, a higher pressure ratio is obtained for
a given isentropic work than is obtained with dry air. In-
asmuch as experimenhd data of compressor performance
with water injection indicate a decrease in compressor
tidiabatic efficiency, the compressor efficiency TCwas arbi-
trarily assumed to decrease according to the relation qc=
0.80 —AX,, where AZ is the change in water ~apor-air ratio
in the compressor. This decrease in compressor efficiency
was assumed for all conditions of altitude and flight 31ach
number, except vrhen it was desired to show the effect of
this assumption on performance. A single-stage, centrifugal-
ffow compressor with a tip speed of 1500 feet. per second
and a sLip factor of 0.95 was assumed for all of the calcula-
tions except when it was desired to show the effect of normal
compressor pr~ure ratio. For the assumed values of com-
pressor tip speed, slip factor, and efficiency, the resulting
compressor pressure ratio for sea-leveI zero flight llach num-
ber conditions with no water injection was 4.61. The nor-
maI engine performance would be equally applicable to an
engine having an axial-flow compressor with the same
enthslpy rise, pressure ratio, and compressor efficiency.
A combustion-chamber pressure 10SS of 3 percent and a
turbine-inIet temperature of 2000° R were assumed. The
ambient relative humidity was assumed to be 0.50 except
when it was desired to show the effect- of varying ambient
reIative humidity. AII liquid water was assumed injected
at the compressor inlet at a temperature of 519° R and the
air was assumed to remain saturated as long as any liquid
water was present. For conditions where all the injected
water evaporated before the end of the compression process,
that portion of the process occurring after evaporation was
calctiated from the thermodynamic relations for an adiabatic
compression by using the appropriate thermod~amic prop-
erties of the redting &water vapor mixtures. The
adiabatic eficiency of this portion of the compression pro-
cess was assumed equal to that prwriously described for the
compression process during which evaporation occurred.
CaIcuIations were made for flight 31ach numbers up to 2.0
and for standard altitudes of sea level and 35,332 feet.
In order to simplify the caIcukdions of the adiabatic com-
pression occurring after the evaporation of all the injected
water and the expansion processes occurring in the turbine
and the exhaust nozzle, curves of the thermodynamic prop-
erties of ah-mat= vapor and exhaust gas-water vapor mix-
tures were obtained. These curves were obtained from the
theory of mixtures and the thermod~amic data for air,water
vapor, and exhaust gases.
Because of the low temperatures occurring at high alti-
tudes, a non.heezing mixture of water and alcohol rather
than water alone is usually employed for compressor-irdet
injection. Although fl the results presented herein are
based on the injection of only water at. the compressor inIet,
they are probably equally applicable to the injection of vrater-
a.lcohol mixtures because of the close agreement experimen-
tally obtained bet-iveen results for water- and for water-
alcohohixture injection.
DISCUSSION OF CHARTS
PSYCHROMZTRKCHART
h the psychometric chart (fig. 1), totid enthaIpy is
plot ted against, dry-bulb temperature for various values of
vrater-air ratio. & imduded are curves of the ratio of
reIative humidity to relative pressure, where relative pres-
sure is the ratio of static pressure to stmdard sea-level static
pressure. Inasmuch as evaporation occurs at constmt pres-
sure, the m..lue of relative pressure is unchanged by water
injection. The curves of constant water-air ratio are ap-
proximately straight Iines having a positive slope and the
curves of constant ratio of relative humidity to relative
—
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prewwe are curved upviard. The enthaIpy scrde vias arbi-
trarily chosen so that the enthaIpy of a saturated mixture
of air and water vapor at a temperature of 519° R and a
pressure of 14.696 pounds per square inch was 100 Btu per
pound of air.
The temperature resulting after -water evaporation may be
obtained from &we 1 for a wide range of initiaI air tem-
peratures and pressures. The temperature can be deter-
mined either for the evaporation of a given amount of water
or for any final rekdive humidity.
In the construction of @u.re 1, the enthalpy of liquid
water was assumed to be zero at 519° R. The chart. values
are thus directly applicable to cases where the water is in-
jected at this temperature. For temperatures of Iiquid
water only sIightIy ~erent from 519° R, the errors invoIved
in the chart. are negligible; however, for extremely accurate
work or for temperatures of injected water greatIy different
from 519° R, corrections must be made for the entldpy of
Iiquid water. These corrections are the same as the en-
thaIpy corrections for the lfol.lier diagram diacuemd in ap-
pendix C, and consist in adding the enthalpy of Iiquid water
at- the start of the proc~ and, if any liquid remains at the
end of the process, subtracting the ent,halpy of the remaining
Iiquid.
The method of using the chart is indicated by the follow-
ing ihstrative cases:
Example 1.—For initially dry air at a temperature of
1260° R, amune that sticient water is injected to give a fmd
water-air ratio of 0.05. From ilgure 1, the totaI enthaIpy is
271.6 Btu per pound of air for a temperature of 1260° R and
a water-air ratio of O. (l’or this example and alI foIIowing
examples, the values have been read fim the Iarge prints
of figs. 1 or 2, -which are available horn the A’WA on request
and are more convenient to use when a high degree of accu-
racy is desirable.) Inaamuch as the e~aporation occurs at
constant totaI enthalpy, the temperature after e~aporation
can be determined from the initiaI tottd enthaIpy and the
fhal water-air ratio. For a total enthalpy of 271.6 Btu per
pound of air and a. water-air mtio of 0.05, the temperature is
1008° R. The temperature drop is then 252 F“ for these
particuhr conditions.
Example 2.—In order to ihstrat e the use of the chart in
obtaining the temperature and the viatemair ratio necessary
to saturate air from a given set of initial conditiom, init iaIIy
dry air at a temperature of 1060° R and at. twzice standard
sea-IeveI static pressure is assumed. The enthalpy corre-
sponding to a temperature of 1060° R and a water-air ratio
of O is 221.0 Btu per pound of air. The ~aIue of reIative
humidity for saturation is 1.0 and for these conditions the
vaIue of rdative pressure 3 is 2.0. The temperature and the
water-air ratio are 613° R and 0.0995, respectively, at an
enthdpy of 221.0 Btu per pound of air and a ratio of reIative
humidity to relative pressure p/8 of 0.5. For these condi-
tions, the initial mixture may be coded 447 F“ by injecting
0.0995 pound of water per pound of air.
Ezample 3.—The use of the chart in obtaining tempera-
tures resuhing from water evaporation when some water is
initialIy present in the air is the same as that. pretioudy
described, except that the starting enthalpy is found from
the initial water-air ratio and temperature. For example,
for the conditions of temperature and presbe in example 2
and an initiaI water-air ratio of 0.02, the initiaI enthalpy is
247.0 Btu per pound of air. TIM saturation temperature
for an ent.halpy of 247.0 Btu per pound and a vaIue of ~/3
of 0.5 is 620° R and the final vrater-air ratio is 0.122. For
these conditions, cooLing the initial mkture 440 F“ is there-
fore possible by evapomting 0.102 pound of water per pound
of air.
The effect of initial temperature and pressure on the
amount of cooling possibIe horn saturation can be readily
seen from figure 1. For a constant pressure and consequent
constant value of p/6 (W= 1), the amount. of cooli~u possible
increases as the initial temperature is mised. For a constant
temperature, increasing the pressure decreases the value of
p/fi and, from figure 1, decreasing the due of pfd decreases
the amount of cooling obtained. In general, when some
vrat er vapor is initially present, the coohg possible from
saturation and the amount of TVater that must be injected to
obtain saturation are somewhat less than those for dry air.
In some instances, however, depending on the particular
initial conditions, the amount of water that must be injected
to obtain saturation is greater when some water vapor is
initially present than for dry air, as illustrated in examples
2 and 3.
Example 4.—In order to illustrate the method of using
the psychometric chart when water is injected at a tempera-
ture other than 519° R and the enthalpy of the injected
water is to be considered, assume that it is desired to saturate
initially dry air at a temperature of 910° R and standard
sea-level pressure with vrater injected at a temperature of
619° R. From @.re 1, which is correct for water injected
at 519° R, the initial enthaIpy of the air at a temperature
of 910° R is 183.5 Btu per pound. For a ndue of relative
humidity divided by relative pressure of 1.0 (saturation at
standard sea-level pressure) and an enthalpy of 183.5 Btu
per pound, the tanperature is 577° R and the water-air ratio
is 0.075. If the water were injected at 519° R, cooling the air
333 F“ would be possibIe by injecting sufhcient vrater to
obtain a water-air ratio of 0.075. For water not injected at
519° R, an estimate must be made of the fid water-air ratio
in order to determine the starting condition. F’or the present
example, aasume that the fial water-air ratio is 0.08.
From the insert of figure 2, the enthaIpy of liquid water
at a temperature of 619° R is 100 Btu per pound of
water. The new starting enthaIpy is now 183.5 pIus 8.0
(water-air ratio, 0.08) or 191.5 Btu per pound. For a rahe
of p/6 of 1.0 and an enthaIpy of 191.5 Btu per pound, the
temperature is 579° R and the vrater-air ratio is 0.081. If
water were injected at a temperature of 619° R, the cooliqg
obtained from saturation vrotid therefore be 331 FO and the
required water-air ratio vrouId be 0.081.
—
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.MOLHEE DIAGRAM
The JIollier diagram (fig. 2) is so constructed that each
point represents dues for 1 pound of air plue the water
vapor necessary for saturation. The abscissa is entropy
(in Btu/(Ib air) (“R)) and the ordinate is enthalpy (in Btu/lb
air). The solid sIanting Iines with positive slope are lines of
constant pressure in pounds per square inch. The broken
lines with Positiw sIope are lines of constant temperature
(in ‘R). The solid lines of negative slope are Iines of con-
stant weight ratio of water vapor to air. Data. are pre-
sented for pressures horn 3 to 500 pounds per square inch
and temperatures from 440° to 790° R. The entropy and the
enthalpy of liquid vrat er -were assumed to be zero at 519° R
and the bases for enthaIpy and entropy of air were so fixed
that. at a temperature of 519° R and a pressure of 14.696
pounds per square inch the enthdpy of the saturated mix-
ture is 100 Btu per pound of air and the entropy is 0.10
Bt u/(lb air) (OR). When liquid water is present at a
temperature other than 519° R, corrections for ent.halpy
and entrop~ must be made. These corrections are discussed
in appendix B and a chart giving enthalpy and entropy of
liquid water at various temperatures to be used for these
corrections is show-n on the llollier diagram.
In order to utilize the J1ollier diagram to cakulate
compre-r-outlet conditions with e~aporation of rater
during compression, knowledge of the conditiom of the
saturated air at the compressor inlet and the aet.ud and
isentropic work of the compression process is necessary. The
conditions at the end of the saturated compression process
may be obtained as follovcs:
.4 point is found on the llolIier diagram correspondi~w to
the conditions of saturated air at the compressor inlet. b
isentropic compression process is then followed on the dia-
gram and a second point determined by moving ~ertically
along a line of constant entropy until a -due of enthalpy
equaI to the originai enthalpy pIus the enthalpy of the isen-
tropic work of compression per pound of air (actual worli,qb
of air multiplied by adiabatic efikiency) is reached. The
pressure read from the diagram at this second point is the
presure at the end of the compression process. The find
temperature and water-air ratio for the compression process
are read from the diagram at a third point, which is obtained
by following a constant-pressure line from the second point.
until a vaIue of enthalpy equal to the original enthalpy phs
the enthtilpy of the actuaI work of compression per pound of
air is reached.
For a centrifugal-flow compressor, alI the water to be
evaporated dur~w compression is added at the compressor
inlet and the compressor entldpy rise may be calculated
per unit mass ffovr of the mixture of air and water ~apor at
the compressor outlet from considerations of tip speed and
slip factor. Inasmuch as all wdues on the llollier diagram
are per unit mass flow of air, the -due of enthaIpy rise per
unit mass flow of rnkturc at t-he compressor outlet must be
converted to enthalpy rise per unit mass flow of air in order
to use the chart. For an axial-flow compressor, if aII the
water is injected at the compressor inlet, centrifuged sepma-
tion of the air and water greatIy reduces the effects of water
injection and therefore injection of the water in se~eral
stages alorg the compressor lenggh is desirabIe. If calcula-
tions for interst~me water injection of this type are desired,
the total enthalpy rise must be divided amongg the Sectioms
of the compressor between injection points and calculations
similar to those for the centrifugal-flow compressor must be
made for each section in order to a~ow for the change in
mass flow from section to section and the correspondi~~
change in enthaIpy rise per unit mass flow of air.
When Iess mater is injected than is necessq to saturate
the air at the compressor outIet, the compression process is.
ditided into two parts: (1) an adiabatic compression of a
saturated mixture, -which may be ca~culated by use of the
JIollier diagram, and (2) further adiabatic compression of
the resulting mixture of air and water rapor.
The foIIowing numericaI exampIe is presented to ilhstrat e
the method of using the llollier diagram to caIeuIat e the
compressor-outlet conditions for a saturated compression
process:
ksume that a compressor ham an adiabatic efhcienc~
of 0.80 and imparting an enthalpy rise of 80 Btu per pound
of air to the working fluid is operated with sufficient water
injected at the compressor inlet at a temperature of 519° R
to maintain saturation at all times. Further, assume that
the inlet air has a relati~e humidity of 0.50 at. a temperature
of 530° R and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch and
that it is desired to fid the compresscuwmtIet pressure ~~,
-outlet temperature T8, -outlet water vapor-air ratio .Ts,
and the amount of water evaporated during the process.
The conditions at the compressor inlet after saturation can
be obtained from the psylwometric chart (~. 1). For the
initial condition of ambient relative humidity p of 0.50,
temperature TO of 530° R, and pressure F’Oof 14.7 pounds
per square inch, the water vapo~air ratio .TOis 0.0077 and the
entldpy Ho is 100 Btu per pound of air.
Nter saturation at. constant pressure, from @.re 1, the
temperature TI is 519° R, the water vapor-air ratio .~l is
0.0106, and the enthalpy HI is 100 Btu per pound of air.
From the 31011ier diagram (fig. 2), for a temperature Z’lof
519° R and a prewu-e ~1 of 14.7 pounds per square inch, the
entropy S* is 0.10 Btu/(lb air) (“R).
By increasing the enthaIpy at constant entropy by an
amount. equal to the ideal work of compression, the actual
prermu-e at the compressor outlet maybe read from the dia-
gram. The ideaI work of compression is
iW..,=@lZC=0.80 x80=64 (Btu~lb air)
H,,,=Hl+AH.,t=lOO +64= 164(Btu/lb air)
The value of pressure read from the diagram at an enthalpy
of 164 Btu per pound of air and an entropy of 0.10 Bt u/(lb
air) ~R) is
~*=70.7(lb/sq in.)
The enthalpy at the compressor outIet is equal to the en-
thaIpy at the inlet plus the actual enthaIpy change, or
H,= H,+AHC= 100+S0= 180 @tu/lb air)
—
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From the Mollier diagram at a pressure of 70.7 pounds per
square inch and an enthalpy of 180 Btu per pound of air, the
values of temperature and water vapor+ ratio at the comp-
ressor outiet are
T,=630° R and X,= O.0583
The amount of water evaporated is
X,–X,= (X,–XO) +(X,–X,)= (0.0106–0.0077)+
(0.0583 –O.0106)=013506 (lb waterflb air)
Tho amount of water va~r represented by ~r,–XO is that
evaporated at the inlet prior to compression and the amount
Xa—Xl repremnte that water evaporated during the mechani-
cal compression process.
Additional examples presented in appendix C illustrate
the use of the Mollier diagram in calculating a compression
process when the water is injected at a temperature other
than 519° R and when a given amount of water (less than the
amount required to saturate the compressor-outlet air) is
injected.
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(a) Air-wak vapor mkture. Temperettrrej W R.
l%urur S.–Thermodynernie propertk% of mhtnrca at ~e of OWrmd per mum fnch
ebmluto.
MIXTURE PROPERTIES FOR COMPRES90B
A chart of the thermodynamic properties of water vapor–
air mixtures is shown in figure 3(a). The variation of
specific heat at constant pressure with temperature and
pressure is small in the range of interest for compressor
calculations; figure 3(a) was therefore based cm an average
temperature of 600° R and zero pressure. Values of the ratio
of specific heats ~~, gas constant R=, and specific heat at
constant pressure cP,mare plotted for various values of the
water vapor–air ratio X. The data presented in this chart
were used in calculating compressor-outlet conditions for
those cases where Iess water was injected than the amount
necessary to saturate the air at the compressor outlet.
The use of figure 3(a) for a case of this type is illustrated
in Sample Calculation 11 (appendix C). The thermo-
dynamic data for air and water vapor used in obtaining the
data of figure 3(a) were obtained from references 4 and 5,
respectively, and the values presented are for 1 pound of
misture of air and water vapor.
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FIGUFtE S.–Concluded. Tbemnodyrmmlo properties of mlxturu at prweure of Opormd per
square Inoh absolute.
=URE PROPERTIES FOR TUEBUiE AND JET
A chart of the thermodynamic properties of water vapor-
exhaust gaa mixtures for a temperahn’e of 1650° R is shown
in figure 3(b). Values for the ratio of specific hwtts 76,
gas constant R,, and specific heat at constant pressure cS,,
are plotted for various values of the water vapor–air ratio X
and the fuel-air ratio j/a. The thermodynamic data for
water vapor and exhaust gases neeessary for obtaining tlw
data presented in figure 3(b) were obtained from references 5
and 6, respectively, and the values presented are for 1
pound of mixture of exhaust gas and water vapor. (A
hydrogewmrbon ratio of the fuel of 0.175 was assumed in
preparing these curves.) Although the actual values of
YC and Cp,, vary with temperature, the values given in
figure 3(b) can be used for an appreciable temperature
range with negligible error beeausO of the compensating
manner in which y. and Cr,, enter the equations for an
emmnsion Drocess. For more accurate work, the method
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presented in reference 7 may be used for calculating the
e.xpmsion process.
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DISCUSSION OF AUGMENTATION IUN3L%TS
EFFECT OF WATSRIN~ON RATE
In figure 4, the augmented thrust ratio (ratio of augmented
thrust to normal thrust) is shown as a function of the aug-
mented liquid ratio (ratio of augmented total liquid flow to
normal fuel flow) for three diflerent operating conditions:
13ight Mach numbers of O and 1.5 at sea-IeveI rdtitude and a
flight Mach number of 1.5 at an zdtitude of 35,332 feet. The
points on the curves indicated by ciroles represent the case
where only sufhient water to saturate the compressor-inlet
air is injected with DOevaporation occurring during mechan-
ical compression. The end points on the curres represent
the condition where the air at the compressor outIet is
saturated and indicate the maximum amounts of augmenta-
tion theoretically possible by evaporation of water before
and during compression in the engine previoudy described
and for the given flight conditions. & the augmented
liquid ratio is increased by increasing the amount of injected
water, the augmented thrust ratio increases but at a sIightIy
decreasing rate. & sea-Ievel, zero flight Mach number
conditions for saturation onIy up to the compressor inLet,
the augmented thrust ratio is 1.035 and the augmented liquid
ratio is 1.18. As the augmented liquid ratio is inmessed by
evaporating more water during mechanical compression, the
augmented thrust ratio increases to 1.29 at an augmented
Iiquid ratio of 5.01 for compressor-outlet saturation. For a
given altitude, increasing the fright Mach number increases
the compre.swm-idet temperature, which permits the evapora-
tion of more water and thereby increases the maximum
augmented thrust and augmented liquid ratios as well qs
increasing the augmented thrust ratio for a given augmented
li@id ratio. At a sea-level flight Mach number of 1.5 for
saturation of the compressor-outIet air, the augmented
thrust ratio is 2.07 and the a.~ented Iiquid ratio is 10.66.
kreasing the altitude for a given flight Mach number
results in a decreased compmssor-irdet temperature, thereby
reducimz the amount of water that may be ewmorated. ~t-
an altit~de of 35,332 feet and a flight”Mach n“~ber of 1.5 -
for compressor-outlet saturation, the augmented thrust ratio
is 1.53 at an augmented Liquid ratio of 6.85.
EFFECT OF OPERATING COKOITIONS FOR SATUEATED COMPBESSOE-
IKLET AND COMPRESSOR-OU’I’LET CONDITIONS
13.feet of fIight Mach number, altitude, and inlet-diffuser
e~cienoy,—The augmented thrust and augmented liquid
ratios are shown as functions of flight hfa~ number for
altitudes of sea Ie-reI and 35,332 feet ‘and for vaxious dues
of irdet-dif7user efficiency in @ure 5 for compr-or~let
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saturation, and in figure 6 for compressor-outlet saturation.”
ln order to indicate the magnitude of the thrust available,
relative-thrust curves (constant values of the ratio of thrust
t.a thrust avaiIable at sea-level, zero fright Mach number
conditions for operation without water injection) are super-
imposed on the curves of @es 5(a) and 6(a). Both the
augmented thrust ratio and the augmented liquid ratio
increase rapidly as the flight Mach number is increased and
decrease aa the altitude is increased. Although the aug-
mented thrust ratio available at a given flight Mach number
increases at decreased values of inlet-difher efficiency, the
actual thrust available decreases because of the deteriomt.ion
of the engine performance without water injection nt thu
decreased values of inlet-diffuser efficiency.
For satbrated compressor-inlet conditions (fig. 5(a)) and
an irdet-difluser adiabatic efficiency of 0.80, the augmented
@rust ratio for sea-Ievel zero fight Mach numbw is 1.035
and increases with increasing flight Mach number, reaching
a value of 1.28 at a flight .Mach number of 1.0 ftncl 2.16 at a
f@ht Mach number of 2.0. The corresponding augmenhl
liquid rafios (fig. 5(b)) are 1.18, 2.40, nnd 9.20 for wn-level
flight Mach numbers of O, 1.0, and 2.0, respectively. For
a flight Mach number of 2.o, increasing the aIt itude from
sea level.@ 35,332, feet reduces the augmented thrust ratio
from 2.16 to 1.48. The corresponding reduction in nug-”
megted Ijquid ratio is from 9.20 to 4.20. Mthough the
thrust increaaes available from compressor-inlet saturation
are very Iow at low flight Mach numbe~, uppreciablc gains
in thrust-are po~ible at high fright speeds. Thrust augmenta-
tion by compressor-inlet-air saturation can thweforc. be used
to good advantage not only for centrifugal-flow engines but
also for. ixiaI-flow engines that require. special injection
systems to avoid centrifugal separation at higher injection
rates,
For saturated compressor-outlet conditions and an inlet-
difhser adiabatic efficiency of 0.80, the augmented thrust
ratio (~. 6(a)) is 1.29, 1.67, and 2.88 for sea-level flight.
Mach numbers of O, 1.0, ‘and 2.0, respecti~rely. The cor-
responding augmented liquid ratios (fig. O(b)) are 5.01, 7.22,
and 17.10, respectively. At a flight Mach number of 2.0,
increasing the altitude from sea level to 35,332 feet re-
duces the augmented thrust ratio from 2.88 to 1.95 with
a corresponding reduction in augmented liquid rn t io from
17.10 TO10.30.
FmtmE 7.-Effeot of atmowherie relatke humldfty on ansmen~ thrust ratio for varkms
tlfght Mach numbeia. Altltude, see level; fnIctdiUue& eftktency, OH).
Effect of ambient relative humidity.-Thc augment W1
thrust ratio is shown in ilgure 7 as a function of flight Mnch
number for atmospheric relative humidities of O and 100
percent. The data shown are for standard sea-lc~’el condi-
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tione of temperature and pressure and an irdet-diiluser
efficiency of 0.80. Results are presented for the case in
which sufhcient water is injected to saturate the compreasor-
inIet air and for the case in which the amount of water
required to saturate the comp~ssor-outIet air is injected.
The ambient. humidity has a relatively small effect on the
augmented thrust. ratio, especially at high flight Mach
numbem.
?iWect of ambient-air temperature for various reIative
humidities .—The effect of ambient temperature on aug-
mented thrust and augmented liquid ratios for -rarious
ambient relative humidities is shown in ilguree 8(a) and 8(b),
respectively. The data ehowu are for zero flight Mach
number and standard sea-level atmospheric pressure. Re-
suhs are shown for saturated compressor-inlet and -outIet
conditions and reIati~e-thruet curves shoviing constant.
vaIues of the ratio of augmented thrust awiiIabIe to the
thrust. avaiIabIe from the engine operating without water
injection at an atmospheric temperature of 519° R are
included.
For an atmospheric relative humidity of 100 percent, no
thrust augmentation may be obtained from compressor-inlet
saturation inasmuch as no evaporative coo~u is possible.
.4s atmospheric relative humidity is decreased, the augmenta-
tion increases to about 8 percent for c@ air at, standard
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sea-Ie~eI temperature of 519° R. For Iow relat ive humidities,
more evaporative cooling becomes possible as the ambient-air
temperature is increased and at a temperature comparable
to extreme summer heat (for essmpIe, 5S0° R) an augmented
thrust ratio of 1.23 is avaiIabIe for dry air.
For saturated compressor-outlet air, the augmented thrust
ratio for an atmospheric rdative humidity of 1.00 is relatively
unaffected by changes in atmospheric temperature. For en
atmospheric reIati~e humidity of 0.50, the augmented thrust
ratio increases slightly and, for zero atmospheric relati~e
humidity, a marked increase in the augmented thrust ratio
occurs as the atmospheric temperature is increased. For
an atmospheric temperature of 519° R, the augmented thrust
ratio decreases from 1.33 to 1..24 as the atmospheric relative
humidity increases from O to 1.00. At a temperature of
5S0° R, the decrease in augmented thrust ratio is from 1.55 to
1.26 for the same increase in atmospheric relative humidity.
As indicated by the relati~e-thrust curves in i@.re S(a)l
the actual augmented thrust decreases as the atmospheric
temperature is increased for all vaIues of atmospheric relative
humidity because of the marked decrease in normal engine
thrust at increased compressor-hdet temperatures. The
data of figure 8(a) indicate that thrust auagment.ation by
water injection is one method for overcoming the marked
decrease in take-off thrust accompanying high ambient-air
temperatures. The augmented liquid ratios shown in figure
S(b) folkrw the same general trends as the augmented thrust
ratios.
Effect of compressor eflciency.-h has been previously
pointed out, the compressor ficiency has been decreased in
-.
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calculating the augmented engine performance with evapora-
tion during mechanical compression in order to obtain closer
agreement with experimented compressor performance with
water injection. The effect of this decrease in compressor
efRciency on the augmented thrust and augmented liquid
ratios at various flight Mach numbem and for altitudea of
sea level and 35,332 feet is shown in @y.re 9 for the condition
of saturated compressor outlet. The results are shown for
a constant value of compressor efficiency of 0.8 and for a
value of compressor afllciency that has been decreased as
indicated by the following relation:
q,=o.80—Ax.
I I I I ~otmresswl
where M. is equal to the change in water vapor-air ratio
in the compressor.
From figure 9(a), it can be seen that the assumption of a
constant compressor efficiency results in values of augmented
thrust ratio considerably greater than the assumption of a
compressor efficiency decreasing with the change in water
vapor–air ratio in the compressor. For sea-level zero
flight Mach number, the augmented thrust ratio is 1.29 when
a decreased value of compressor eflicienqy is assumed, as
compared with an augmented thrust ratio of 1.50 for the
assumption of a constant compressor efficiency of 0,80. For
a sea-level flight Mach number of 2.0, the corresponding
values of augmented thrust ratio are 3.04 and 3.44. Similar
results are obtained at an aItitudc of 35,332 feet. Additional
36
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calculations made for a constant compressor efficiency of
(ft) 0.85 ga~e thrust ratios approximately equal to those for a34 — - - Seokvel 080 —
‘-- 3~332
constant efficiency of 0.80, which indicates that tho magni-
22 tude of compressor efficiency has little effect on thrust
, .80-LY. augmentation if the efficiency for the normal and the aug-W / mented case is assumed to be the same.Q
%28 /?
The assumption of a constant value of compresmr eflicicu~
is show-in tigure 9(b) to result in values of augmented liquid
~ 2.6’ / ratio somewhat h~her than those obtained for the assump-
424 / ‘/
tion of a decreased value of compressor eflicicncy.
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Effect of normal compressor pressure ratio,—The aug-
mented thrust ratio as a function of augmented liquid ratio
for normal compressor pressure ratios of 4.61 and 10 is shown
in figure 10. The data shown are for sea-level zero flight
Mach number conditions. For any augmented Iiquid ratio,
the engine having the high-pressure-ratio compressor gave
the greatest augmentad thrust ratio, with tho diflercnco
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between the augmented thrust ratios for the Iow- and high-
pressure-ratio engines increasing as the augmented Iiquid
ratio increased. The use of a high-pressure-mtio compressor
also permits operation at increased values of augmented
I.iquid ratio and hence greater vaba of augmented thrust
ratio. For a compressor preawre ratio of 4.61, the maximum
value of augmented thrust ratio is 1.29 at an augmented
liquid ratio of 5.01. For a compressor pressure ratio of 10,
the maximum due of augmented thrust ratio is increased
to 1.63 at an augmented liquid ratio of 10.84. The effect
of compressor pressure ratio shown is based on a compressor
efficiency reduced as a function of the amount of water
evaporated, as previously mentioned. Because of the larger
mnounts of water that may be e-rapomted at the higher
normal compressor pressure ratio, the reductions in com-
pressor efficiency are correspondingly higher. The compres-
sor efficiency was reduced from 0.80 for the normal condition
to 0.70 for the full-augmented condition for the high-
presmre-mtio compressor. Only experimental inv&i.ga-
tions of the effect of -water injection on the efficiency of
compressors having Yarious pressure ratios will indicate the
validity of this assumption. As previowdy mentioned,
however, investigations of compressors having normal
pressure ratios approximating that of the Iow-preesure-
ratio compressor assumed in this investigation indicate the
dependency of the compreamr efficiency on the amount of
water injected.
SUhlAIARY OF RESULl%
~ psychometric chart having totsd pressure as a variabIe
and a Mollier diaagram for a saturated mixture of air and
water ~apor were developed as aids in calculating the per-
formance of compressors when water is injected at the com-
pressor in.Iet. By use of the psychometric chart and the
MolIier diagram to caIcuIate compressor performance,
the performance of the water-injection method of thrust
augmentation was evahated over a range of ilight and
atmospheric conditions for a t.ypicd turbojet engine. The
following results were obtained for an engine having a
normal compressor pressure ratio of 4.61 at sea-level zero
flight Mach number conditions when a nominal decrease
in compressor efficiency with water injection was assumed:
1. For constant flight conditions, increas@ the amount
of water evaporated increased the ratio of augmented thrust
to normal thrust and the ratio of augmented liquid flow to
normal fuel flow. For sea-IeveI zero flight Mach number
conditions and an atmospheric rdative humidity of 0.50,
increasing the amount of injected water horn the amount
required tci saturate the compressor-inlet air to the amount __
required to saturate the compremor-outIet air increased the
augmented thrust ratio km 1.035 to 1.29. The come-
spending increase in augmented liquid ratio was from 1.18 __
to 5.01.
2. The augmented thrust and augmented liquid ratios
increased rapidly as the fLight- Mach number was increased __
and decreased as the altitude increased. Although the __
thrust increases obtainable by compressor-inlet-air saturation
were very smd at Iow flight speeds, appreciable gaina in
thrust were poesible at high flight Mach numbers. Thrust
augmentation by compressor-inlet-air saturation can there-
fore be used to good advantage at high flight Mach numbers——
not onIy for centrifugal-flow engines but also for axial-flow __
engines that require special injection systems to avoid
centrifugal separation at higher injection rates.
3. For standard atmospheric temperatures, the ambient
reIative humidity had only a smrdl effect on the a~ented. _
thrust ratios produced at all flight speeds investigated.
4. For aea-IemI zero tlight Mach number conditions and “~
low ambient relative humidities, the augmented thrust ratio
increased as the ambienhir temperature ma increased.
Thrust augmentation by water injection was therefore shown
to be desirabIe for take-off use inasmuch as water injection
tends to overcome the loss in take-off thrust normally
occurring at high ambient temperatures. For very high
atmospheric relative humidities, the effect of ambient
temperature on augmented thrust ratio was small.
5. The augmented thrust ratio produced for a given set —
of conditions increased as the inlet-diffmer efficiency was
decreased; however, because of the rapid deterioration of
normal engine performance at decreased values of inlet-
difhser efficiency, the actual value of augmented thrust was _
decreased.
6. Increasing the normaI engine compresor pressure ratio
increased the maximum possible value of augmented liquid ‘--
ratio and, hence, t-he maximum possibIe vaIue of augmented
thrust ratio.
LEWIS FLIG~ PROPULSIONLABORATORY,
NAmOXAL ~DVLSORYCOMMPJWEEraE &RONAUTICS,
(%EVEL.CYD,Oreo, June 1, 1960.
APPENDIX A
SYMBOLS
A
c,
~a
9
R
11,,,,
AH
ha
h,
&
J
K
M
P
P
p.
R
s
s cow
Sf
8E
T
AT
t
At
v
v,
VT
v
area, sq in.
sp~ific heat at ccmsta.nt pressure, Btu/(lb) (“R)
net thrust, lb
fuel-air ratio, lb fuel/lb air
acceleration due to gravity, 32.2 f t/sec2
enthalpy, Btu/lb
corrected enthalpy for saturated mixture of air and
water vapor plus liquid water not at 519° R,
Btu/lb air
enthalpy rise, Btu/lb
enthalpy of air as given in reference 4, Btu/lb
enthalpy of liquid water as given in reference 5,
Btu/lb
enthalpy of water vapor as given in reference 5, Btu/lb
mechanical equivalent of heat, 778 ft-lb/Btu
compressor slip factor
flight Mach number
total pressure, lb/sq in. absolute
static and partial pressure, lb~sq in. absolute
sum of partial pressures of air and water vapor,
lb/sq in.
gas constant, ft-lb/(lb) (“R)
entropy, Btu/(lb) (“R)
corrected entropy for saturated mixture of air and
water vapor plus liquid water not at 519° R,
Btu/(lb air) (“R)
entropy ~~of liquid water as given in, reference 5,
Btu/(lb) (“R)
entropy of water vapor as given in reference 5,
Btu/(lb)(OR)
total temperature, “R
total-temperature rise, F“
static temperature, ‘R
static-temperature rise, F“
flight velocity, ft/sec
jet velocity, ft/sec
compressor-rotor-tip velocity, ft/see
specitic volume, cu ftflb
x
specific volume of water vapor as given in reference 5
CUft/fb
ratio of weight of water vapor to weight of air in
mkture, lb waterflb air
total amount of injected liquid water, Ib water/lb air
weight flow, lb/see
ratio of specific heats
ratio of total pressure of mixt ure to standard sea-level
static pree9ure
adiabatic efficiency
L
ambient relative humidity
YC2 dt/tfor air, as given in reference 4, Btu/(lb) (“R)
Subscripts:
a
c
d
;
9
i
m
n
8
t
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
(-)
Priied
air
compressor
diffuser
exhaust gas-water vapor mixture
liquid water
wa te.r vapor
ideal (isentropic)
air-water vapor mixture
exhaust nozzle
saturation
turbine
ambient air
compressor inlet
end of portion of compression during which air re-
mains saturated and after which no water is evapo-
rated
compressor outlet
turbine inlet
turbine outlet
exhaust-nozzle outlet
between stations enclosed
symbols are approximate. values.
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APPENDIX B
DER~ATION OF EQUATIONS FOE PSYCEEt031ETRIC CHART AND 31OLJ.JER DIAGRAX
PSYCHRO%IETEICCHAZT
The equations necessary for obtaining a psychometric
chart having totaI pressure (sum of partiaI pressures of air ~
and water vapor) as a variable maybe derived in the foIIoring
manner.
From the generaI energy equation, the enthalpy of a mix-
ture of air, liquid water, and water vapor per pound of air is
I
zifa&-.&&,O+ (xI –.TO) Hf.O=Ha,I+-KHg~ (Bl)
‘W’henonly the equilibrium between air and water vapor is !
considered, the term in-ioh-ing the enthdpy of liquid water 1
Hr,. &appeal=; in order to appIy equation (B 1) to a partic- !
ukir process, however, some assumption must be made as to
the temperature for which the enthaIpy of Liquid water is
zero. For the present anaIysia, the enthalpy of liquid mater
was assumed to be zero at 519° R. The results are therefore ~
accumte for water injected at this temperature, with only I
small errors resulting for water injected at a somewhat di.fler- I
ent temperature. ‘$1’hen it is assumed that the enthaIpy of ]
liquid water is zero, equation (Bl) maybe stated as I
Ha.o+.l’&g,o=Ha, I+.X”lHg,I (B2J I
The tottd enthalpy H for condition O or 1 is defied as
H= Ha+.XHg (B3j
The water-air ratio X is evaluated as follows:
(EM)
If the temperature of the air and vaporized water are equal
and Dalton’s Iaw of partiaI pressure is valid, equation (B4)
becomes
(B5)
From the detition of relati~e humidity P, relati~e pressure
& and gas constant R,
.– ~’
+—x
(B6)
Pm
a=14.696 [Bij
and
&- Pc~’c
tg (B8)
Substituting equations (B6) to (BS) in equation (B5) gi-res .
‘iThen the water-air ratio .X is repIaced in equation (B3J by
t-he value expressed in equation 039), the expression for totaI
enthaIpy H becomes i
.~-
The data presented in figure 1 were obtained by means of_ _=
equations (B3), (139), (B1O), and the thermodynamic dat a for
air and Tat er vapor contained in references 4 and 5, respec-
tively. For convenience, the enthalpy of the saturated miz-
ture of air and water Yapor at a temperature of 519° R and
a pressure of 14.696 pounds per square inch was srbitraril~
fied at 100 Btu per pound of air. In using equation (B1O),
the enthalpies of air and water vapor obtained from
references 4 and 5, respectively, must be corrected in order
to satisfy the conditions of zero enthalpy of liquid water at
519° R and the condition of an enthalpy of 100 Btu per
pound of air for a saturated mixture of air and water -rap-or
at a temperature of 519° R and a pressure of 14.696 pounds
per square inch. The due of enthalpy of vrat er Yapor
obtained from reference 5 must be decreased by 27.06 Bt u
per pound in order to satisfy the first condition, and the
enthalpy of air obtained from reference 4 must be increased
by 60.24 Btu per pound in order to satisfy the second condi-
tion. For very accurate viork, the injection of water at a
temperature other than 519° R can be. corrected for simply
by adding the enthalpy of Iiquid water to find the starting
point of the process and, when liquid water remains, sub-
tracting the enthdpy of this Iiquid water at the end of the
process. These corrections are the same as the enthalpy
corrections to the MolIier diagram discussed in appendix C.
The enthaIpy and the specific volume of mater vapor are
functions of the ~apor pressure of water as vie~ as of the
temperature. In the range of temperatures and pressures
encountered at the compressor irdet of a turbojet engine,
however, the enthalpy of water vapor and the product of
vapor pressure and specific -rohune can be considered as
functions onIy of temperature for dl practicaI purposes.
For any -m.lue of temperature, the enthalpy and the specific
voh.me were e-dusted for the nmximum pressure that would
exist for that temperature at the compressor hdet of a
turbojet engine. This maximum pressure is the pressure
that wouId be obtained by ideaI ram compression from
standard sea-le~el temperature and pressure to the desired
temperature.
&IOLLIEIlDIAGRKH
The general energy equation for a compression of 1 pound
of ah saturated with water vapor when no liquid is present
at the end of compression becomes, simiiar to equation (B 1),
R.,,+X,&,,+ (.Ys–X,)Hr.,+flc=Haa+ ~”&.a @l 1)
For the ideaI conditions, the entropy remains constant;
therefore
S=.l+xls*.l+(X2–Jw’f.1=S.,2+X2S., 2 (B12)
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If the enthalpy and the entropy of the excess liquid water
are assigned values of zero at a particular temperature and
the Iiquid water is introduced at this temperature, equations
(Bll)-and
and
(B12) become
H=,l+xlHg,l+AHc =Ha,2+xzHg,2 (B13)
In a saturated mixture of air and water vapor, the enthalpy
per pound of air is
H= Ha+XHg (B15)
and the entropy per pound of air is
If equations (B15) and (B16) are plotted for a range of
temperatures and pressures, the conditions of the mixture
resulting from a compr=sion of 1 pound of air that is con-
tinually saturated with water vapor may be determined.
Equations (B15) and (B16) are the basis for the MoIIier
diagram presented. The base temperature for enthalpy
and entropy of liquid water was chosen as 519° R. Thus,
if any liquid water present is assumed to be at 519° R, no
correction need be made for the enthrdpy and the entropy
of the liquid when using the Mollier diagram. The values
of enthalpy and entropy were so adjusted that at standard
sea-leveI conditions of temperature of 5190 R and pressure
of 14.696 pounds per square inch the enthalpy of the satu-
rated mixture of air and water vapor is 100 Btu per pound
of air and the entropy is 0.10 Btu/(lb air) (“R). The
modhied versions of equations (B 15) and (B 16), which were
used in plotting the Mollier diagram, are
H=h.+60.24+X(hg–27 .06) (B17)
and
bm–pc)+x(sa-o.osse) (B18)S=+”ge 18.189
Values for h. and d. were obtained from reference 4 and
are for a base temperature of 400° R; values for ht and St
were obtained from reference 5 and are for a base tempera-
ture of 32° 1? (492° R).
The weight ratio of water vapor to air
mixture may be determined by the relation
in a saturated
(B19)
When the equation of state and Dalton’s law of partiaI
pressures are used, equation (B19) maybe written
(B20)
Equation (B20) was used for determining vaIues of X for
equations (3317) and (B18).
If liquid watm is injected at any temperature other than
519° R, the enthalpy and the entropy of the water will not
be zero and an error will be introduced when using the
MolIier diagram. This error can be corrected by adjusting
the initial enthalpy and entropy, as read from the diagram,
to include the enthaIpy and the entropy of the injected
liquid water. The corrected enthalpy and entropy for
the initial condition wilI be
El,on=Kl+ (hJ–27. 06)A~” (B~l)
&,,=~+ (S~– 0.0536)AX @~2)
correction, made by subtracting the euthalpy
and
A SiDlikU?
and the entropy of the Iiquid, can be performed at tlm end
of the process if any liquid water remains. Values of HI,
which is hf—27. 06, and S1, which is S1—0.0536, are plotted
in an inserton the Mollier diagram for various temperatures.
If liquid wai%r is injected at a temperature different from
the initial temperature of the saturated air, a sIight incrcaw
in entropy occurs because of the mixing of the constituents
as a new temperature equilibrium is reached. This increase
in entropy may be neglected, however, without introducing
appreciable error when using the MolIier diagram.
APPENDIX C
SAMPLE CALCULATIONS
The use of the Mollier diagram
compression processes is illustrated
c&ulations:
in calculating saturated
by the folIow-ing sampIe
SAMPLE CALCULATION I
In calmdating a compression process for an actual engine,
the work input to the compressor is usualIy obtained on the
basis of 1 pound of working fluid passing through the com-
pressor. In order to use the Mollier diagram for a saturated
compression process, the work input must be found on a
basis of 1 pound of air (the unit on which the Mollier dia-
gram is based). Corrections must also be made for the
enthdpy and the entropy of the liquid water when the water
injected is not at a tempemture of 519° R if it is desired to
maintain a high degree of accuracy in using the Mol.lier dia-
gram. In order to illustrate these refinements, the following
exwnple is presented for an engine w-itha singk-stage centrif-
ugal compressor. The following conditions are assumed:
Ambient statio temperature, b, OR------------------------- 519
Ambient static pressure, ~, lb/aq k------------------------ 14.7
Flight Machnumber, id---------------------------------- 0.85
Flight velocity, T-”,ft/seo ---------------------------------- 949
Difhswmadiabatic efficiency, ad---------------------------- 0.35
Ambient relative humidity, p------------------------------ 0.50
Compressor-rotor-tip velocity, VT, ft/H--------------_----- 1500
Compresmr dip faotor, K--------------------------------- 0.95
Compressor adiabatic efficiency, qc------------------------- 0.S0
Enough Iiquid water is injected at the compressor inlet. at a
temperature of 540° R to saturate the air at this point and
to keep the air saturated during the entire compression proc-
ess. Find ~~, TZ, .&, and the amount of water evaporated.
The water-air ratio for saturated conditions at an ambient
temperature of 519° R and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per
square inch is, from the Mollier &gram,
.~=O.0106
For a relative humidity of 0.50, the vahw of X for the
ambient air is
.. =0.0106=0 0053
0 ~“
The static-temperature rise in the irdot diffuser due to ram
compression is (value of cP,m obtained horn@. 3(a))
(949)’
‘W=qg;;r ~=(2)(3q 2)(778) (0.~4~6) =74.4 FO
-.
and
T,=519+74.4=593.40 R
When equation (B17) is evaluated for 593.4° R, the en-
thdpy at the compressor inlet without taking into account
the enthalpy of the liquid water that is injected at this point is
H{=he+60.24+X(h.-27 .O6)
=46.31 +60.24 +0.0053 (1119 .1–27.06)
=1 lz.3 Btuflb air
The compressor-tiet pressure is (7. obtained from fig.s(a)).
Pl=po
[
‘~y’+1]=
1.3$s
=14.7 (0.85)(74.4)+1 =
[ 519 1
=22.o Ib/sq in.
Ti’hen liquid water is injected at the compressor inlet, the
temperature decreasea but the pressure remains constant, as
does the enthalpy if the enthalpy of the injected water is
neglected. From the Mollier diagram at an enthalpy of
112.3 Btu per pound of air and a pressure of 22.0 pounds per
square inch, the entropy at the compressor inlet., not con-
sidering the entropy of the liquid water, is
6’{=0.0949 Btu/(lb air) (OR)
This point on the MoIlier diagram could also have been
determined from ~, and T, where the vaIue of 2’, is obtained
from figure 1.
In order to obtain the enthaIpy of the mixture in Btu
per pound of air at the compressor inlet, correction must be
made for the enthalpy of the liquid water that is injected
at 540° R, which requires that the amount of water injected
for saturation at the compressor outIefi be known. Because
X2 is udmovcn, an approximate e value X2’ must be assumed. _ _
The following approximation for sea-Ievel pressure was _
obtained by inspection of calculations for a tide range of
ambient-air temperatures, flight Mach numbers, and conw
pressor pressure ratios and maybe used to determine X2’ in
order to eliminate or ta simpli.& successive approximation
methods:
2“r’=XO+O.00065 A.&,(O_#
The e.nthdpy rise in the compressor is
Hm, ~,_a=K+z
=(0.95)(1500)’
(3~-2)(778)
=85.3 Btu/lb mixture
and the enthalpy rise in the inIet diffuser is
ti(&,l=cp,,&(&I) (l+xO)=(0.2416) (74.4)(1.0053)
=18.1 Btu/lb air
Therefore
.SZ’=0.0053+0.00065 (18.1 +85.3) (1)Z=0.0725
and
AT’(0-Z1=0.0725 –0.0053=0.0672
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These values wilI be used for X2 and AX(O.*] for the rest of
the ealculatiorm
From the insert on tho lMollier diagram, the &halpy ancl
the entropy of the liquid water at 540° R are
llf= 21.0 Btu/lb water
and
~f=0.04 Btu/(lb water) (“R)
The enthalpy and the entropy due to the liquid water are
then
~f ,,=AX(,JZr= (0.0672) (21.0)= 1,.4 Btu/lb air
and
~j,l=f=(O-2)&= (0.0672)(0.04) =0.0027 Btu/(lb air) (“R)
The values for enthalpy and entropy at the compressor
inlet corrected for the Iiquid water at a temperature of
540° R are
Ztl,,on=~l’+Hf,l= 112.3+1.4=113.7 Btu/lb air
and
S,, .0,,= S/+S,,,=0.0949+ 0.0027=0.0976 Btu/(lb air)(OR)
When the enthalpy rise per pound of mixture in the com-
pressor is known, it must be converted to enthalpy rise per
pound of air in order to use the Mollier diagram. This
conversion also requires a value for the water-air ratio at
the compressor outlet. The ideal enthalpy rise per pound of
air in the compressor is
m,,{, _,)=~~,[,_,)(l+ X,)~,= (85.3) (1.0725) (0.80
=73.2 Btu/lb air
and the tial enthaIpy for an isentropic compression k
Z3,,{=&o,,+AH,,,,-, )=113.7+73.2=186.9 Btu/lb air
The compressor-cutlet pressuro F’%read from the Mollier
diagram at an enthalpy of 186.9 Btu per pound of air and an
entropy of 0.0976 Btu/(lb air) (OR) is
~a=118.7 lb/sq in.
The actuaI enthalpy per pound of air at the comprwaor
outlet is
H,=Hl+AHm,a-,) (1+X2)=113.7+
(85.3X 1.0725) =205.2 Btu/lb air
When the Mollier diagram is read at an enthalpy of 206.2
Btu per pound of air aid a pressure
square inch, the temperature is
Tt=663.20 R
and
X,= O.0730
of 118.7 pounds per
This value of X2 is very close to the approximate valur
that was used for X2 and therefore no further correction is
necessary. If this value of X2 differed greatly from the
assumed approximate vake, it would be advisable to repeat
the calculations using the value of X2 just obtained.
The amount of water injected at the compresem inlet is
AX(&2)=0.0730—0 .0053=0.0077 Ib watw/lb nh
In order to ahow the effect of corrections for liquid-water
temperatures other than 519° R, th foIIowing table presents
values of Pa, Tz, and Xa that were obtained for liquid-vvater-
injection temperatures of 519° R (no correction), 540° R
(the sample calculation just cumpleted), and for 620° R;
all other conditions remained the same ns in the snmplc
calculation:
I II I I
619 119.2 8027 0.0718
640 ll&7 Om.2 .07$2.
m na o 080.0 .0i8z
This table shows that, for most knits of accuracy for
turbojet-oycle calculations, the enthalpy and the entropy of
the liquid water may be neglected in the probable range of
injected-water temperature.
SAMPLE CALCULATION U
The following exa,mple illustrates the calculation of
compresscnwmdet conditions when an amount of water lCSS
than the amount required for outlet saturation is injected at
the compressor inlet.
Tho followiug conditions are assumed:
Ambient statiotemporatura, fo, “R-------------------------
Ambient statio pressure, PO,lb/sq in. -----------------------
Flight vekmity, V, ft/seo ----------------------------------
Ambient relative humidity, 9------------------------------
Compressor adiabatio efficiency, n--------------------------
Oomprwsor enthalpy rise.,AH., Btu/lb mi..turs. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Air weight flOW, W=, lb/we --------------------------------
Water-injeotion rate at 519” R, lb/we---- .---------------— -
519
147. _
0
0.50
0.so
Sb.3
60.5
40
From Sample Calculation I,
XO=O.0053
and by evaluating equation (B 17) for 519° R,
“Ho=h.+60.24 X,(&27.06)
=28.53 +60.24+0.0053(1087 .6–27.OL
=94.4 Btu/lb air
I?rom the Mollier diagram at an enthalpy of 94.4 Btu per
pound of air and a pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch,
the entropy is
S,=0.0890 Btu/(lb air) (OR)
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The change in water-air ratio AX due to the addition of
the Iiquid water is
LX,0.2,=*=0.0497
tmd
.Y~=A”*+LY,~_~] =0.0053+0.049i= 0.0550
If the approximation from Sample Calculation II is used,
&s(o-z)
‘“” ‘0-’) ’=(0.00065) 6’=(000:%)1=76”5 ‘tuflb ‘ture
t~sing this approximate value of A& ~O_ayiekls
=,O-a’=A& ~,-sj’(l +XJ=(76.5)(1.0550) =80.7 Btu/lb air
Then
llJ=fiO+M3,~u’= 94.4+80.7=175.1 Btu!lb air
and
&’=lZ,+H(,_a’Tc=94.4 +(80.7) (0.80) =159.0Btu/lbair
From the Mollier diagram at an enthalpy of 159.0 Btu
per pound and an entropy of 0.0890 Btu per pound per “R,
P{=73.5 lb/sq in.
From the Mollier diagram at a pressure of 73.5pounds per
square inch and an enthaIpy of 175.1 Btu per pound air,
.Y*’=0.0542
This vaIue of X2’ is lower than the desired due. If the
vaIue of ~~m-:)’ is increased to 77.7 Btu per pound of air
and the calculation repeated, the values obtained are
P,=75.o lbfsq in.
and
.1”,=0.0550
772=630.50R
The rest of the compression process maybe calculated as
an adiabatic comprwsion of the nixture of air and water ._
-rapor using the thermodynamic properties gken in figure
3(a). From figure 3(a) at X=O.0550,
CP,~=0.2513 Btu/(lb) (“R)
and
~n=l.3916
Then
~ ~u_,,=A.Em@_,,=(85.3-77.7)=30 ~ ~0
CR.m 0.2513 .-
and
The conditions at the compressor outlet are
()Pa= ~ P2=(1.143) (75.0) =85.7 lb/sq in.2
T,= T,+ATti-w=630.5 +30.2 =660.70 R
and
.T,=.T2=0.0550
For a comparison of the effect of the amount of water
evaporated on presmre and temperature at the compressor
outIet, the results of SampIe Calculation I (air saturated up
to the compressor outIet. for a water-injection temperature of
519° R), and of the cases of air saturated during one-half of
the work input to the compressor, of air saturated up to the
compressor idet, and of no injection are shown in the follovi-
ing table:
(31=0.S5; AH==8ii.3 Btrr/Ib mixture; q.=0.80)
Condirkm
IKook -----------------------------------Afrsaturated ‘O;&~gs~gl-towmpmssorinlet-. -.-...+ilksntnrated %ough Oll&hfdf of work Qmt...,
~ AJrsattuatednp timm~o.tkt..---.----.l
APPENDIX D
EQUATIONS USED lN AUGMENTATION CALCULATIONS
The method of cxdculating compremor-outlet conditions
when water is evaporated during compression is given in the
section DISCUSSION OF CHARTS and illustrated in
appendix C. The other equations used for the step-by-step
calculations of engine perfommume are:
InIet diffuser,
Compressor (with no evaporation during compression),
p8_ ( ‘Kv” +1~-’z— TlgJcp, m
Turbine,
?’*
P,
[
A&c(l+&) l–
‘y,—1z=1–~tT4(l+Xs+j/a)cp,.
Thrust (for sonic jet velocity),
()2ta=Tb —‘r,+ 1
and
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w. M-,( 1—. —A, A, 1+Xa+jj(L )
Thrust (for subsonic jet velocity),
where
V,=J1
and ~~71/Atand 11’a/Alare the same as for the case of sonic
jet veIocity. Values for Cp,~ and 7~ were obtained from
iigure 3(a) qnd values of c,,,, R,, and 7, from figure 3(b).
Values for j/a were obtained from reference %
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